Explicit
codes are often used to simulate the nonlinear dynamics of large-scale structural systems, even for low frequency response, because the storage and CPU requirements entailed by the repeated factorizations traditionally found in implicit codes rapidly overwhelm the available computing resources. With the advent of parallel processing, this trend is accelerating because explicit schemes are also easier to paraJlelize than implicit ones. However, the time step restriction imposed by the Courant stability condition on all explicit schemes cannot yet --and perhaps will never --be offset by the speed of parallel hardware. Therefore, it is essential to develop efficient and robust alternatives to direct methods that are also amenable to massively parallel processing because implicit codes using unconditionally stable time-integration algorithms are computationally more efficient when simulating low-frequency dynamics.
Here we present a domain decomposition method for implicit schemes that requires significantly less storage than factorization algorithms, that is several times faster than other popular direct and iterative methods, that can be easily implemented on both shared and local memory parallel processors, and that is both computationally and communication-wise where (2) AU (711) • (k-t-l)
and where the subscript n refers to the n-th time step, the superscript k refers A good balancebetweendirect and iterative solution algorithms is provided by Domain Decomposition (DD) methods which usually blend both of these solution strategies. A well designedDD method requires less storage than direct solversand convergesfaster than other purely iterative algorithms when applied to highly ill-conditioned systems(see,for example, the collection of papers compiled in [7] ). Moreover,in their simplest form, DD methodshave an explicit character becausethey effectively shareinformation only betweenneighboring subdomains, which makes them very attractive for parallel processing. 
Time integration
The linearized subdomain equations of equilibrium (7) can be rewritten in compact form as:
In a companion 
Convergence criterion: 
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and the solution of Eq. (19) can be written as:
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It follows that:
which implies that:
The right hand side of Eq. (26) 
demonstrates that the preconditioning operator: is such that the condition number of D I FI is independent of the mesh size h.
Moreover, D_ -I is also an intrinsically parallelpreconditioner since it involves only subdomain-by-subdomain independent computations. (28) can be performed at the subdomain level as follows: 
Mechanical interpretation and computational issues
and which can be solved in two steps: 
Using (34), the jump in the displacement increments at the subdomain interfaces can be written as:
From (16) II-GM + LII _< _ II-G_°+ LII (36) does not guarantee that: _^. s(,+l)q _-:_+')q )11
From (35) and (19) it follows that:
In assembled form, the above estimator becomes:
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IlK (u,,+l)--.+_ -rtu,,+,)ll _<_ IlK (%+,)_u -r_u,,+l)ll (44) where q denotes the PCG iteration number. It follows that:
On the other hand, a "Newton-like" method implies that:
where C is a real constant, and p is an integer describing the rate of convergence of the "Newton-like" method. For example, p = 2 for the Newton-Raphson algo--1.618 for the Secant method [20] . From the triangular rithm, and p = 2 -inequality for norms and from (45-46) we deduce:
Therefore, if we desire that I]{''/+1 .c_ _",,+]) --d_+l]l _< _, it suffices to take e = _.
For p = 2 (Newton-Raphson) this leads to e = v/'_, and for p = 1.618 (Secant), this leads to e = e-°'61s.
In the sequel, we fix _ = 10 -6 . Therefore, we choose e = 10 -4 , which accommodates both the Newton-Raphson and Secant methods. A sparse data structure is used for the Jacobi-PCG algorithm.
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TABLE 6
Space antenna connector-FETI(_'t, -') serial performance result, 67704 equations -At = T_a = 0.0123s. (TABLE  5) . Therefore,
3O
the total CPU timings reported in TABLES 6-7 highlight the intrinsic computational superiority of the FETI methodology over both the direct and Jacobi-PCG global algorithms. In the best case(4 subdomains), the FETI method with the trace preconditioner is three times faster than the global direct solver and four times faster than the global Jacobi-PCG algorithm.
The dual preconditioner reduces the number of iterations performed by the trace preconditioner by a factor of 1.4 in the [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] subdomains range, and by a factor of 1.2 in the [32-64]subdomainsrange. However, a CG iteration with the dual preconditioner is 1.8 times more expensivethan a CG iteration with the trace preconditioner, so that the trace preconditioner is overall more efficient.
The performance of both FETI algorithms deteriorates when the number of subdomain is increased (FIG. 9) 
